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Summary
City-Zen is an interactive spatio-temporal knowledge-browsing platform that
aims to valorise cultural heritages. Considering the explosive growth of information, data and knowledge sharing can ensure valuable interdisciplinary applications. While many organizations propose relevant data sets, they are
hardly accessed, analysed and reused because of the formats inconsistency and
the inappropriate information browsing and visualization. The goal of the project is to valorise the existing cultural heritage through a citizen centric design
platform. Based on information qualities, the use case of this project involves a
user willing to discover the history of a region and to embark in a cultural journey in the past. This paper exposes the main functionalities City-zen application
and shows how those latest should reach the different user needs. It illustrates
how historical and cultural heritage valorisation can take advantage from the
advancement of new technologies, multimedia & mobile and how those technologies should promote tourism services.
Key words: Open linked data, cultural heritage, information quality, citizen,
tourism services, information services, spatio-temporal browsing, knowledge
sharing

Introduction
Given the complexity of modern life, interest in long-term vacations is a trend
that seems to be weakened. Unlike conventional tourist stays and tourist attractions, short-term stays are no longer limited to religious buildings, political
buildings or military buildings. Rather, the entire neighbourhoods of tourist
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destinations are now the subject of beautification strategies whose objective is
to increase their attractiveness.
Additionally, the cultural heritage is nowadays more and more influenced by
the access economy. The access economy is an approach where accessibility is
more important that owning. This approach uses is mostly based on mobile
technologies and avoid third parties. This terminology arose with the sharing
economy advent. Several works were based on this new paradigm to apply it on
cultural heritage marketing (Cucchiara, 2017, Rialti, 2016, Wroblewski, 2017).
In our work we believe that increasing the availability of relevant information
about cultural and historical heritage could be one of those strategies. We aim to
take advantage of digital technologies to promote the cultural heritage. For example, during his stay, or even before arriving to destination, tourist needs to
know a lot and every think about the area or the city he wants to visit. Even
though citizens (residents) may have valuable information for other citizens
who visit their region as tourists, it is barely usable with today's information
systems because of the inevitable information resources dispersed. This paper
presents the functionalities of City-zen including how this platform proposes to
assume the challenge of information quality assessment.

Concrete needs & user scenario
In order to describe the goal, we first present a use case scenario. The scenario
is seen from three different points of view according to two different potential
roles of a citizen within our platforms: 1) tourists and 2) residents.
1) Citizen as a tourist
Anne, living in Geneva, is visiting the city centre of Sion. When she organized
her sightseeing itinerary at home, she searched the web in advance for information about the city. She browsed existing tools and web sites such as tripadvisor, social networks, etc. in order to gather some information about the city.
After her arrival at the destination, she decided to have a walk in the city and
discover its story and culture. She is standing in front of the white facade of the
town hall. She might be interested in a variety of questions regarding the building and the local environment:
 What building is this, when was it built?
 What was the role of this building 50 years / 200 years / 500 years ago (at
any other date in the past); did something of interest happen at this place?
 Who is the architect of the building?
 Where are other relevant sights located? How can I get there?
 Are there photos (e.g., from other perspectives or with different scenes in
the foreground, etc.) of the gate on the web?
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Anne holds a smart phone, but in order to get information along the lines of the
questions above, she has to manually query different sources on the web (and
she has to identify these sources first). For some questions, partial support already exists (e.g., spatio-temporal services from Google showing restaurants
and hotels on a map), but in most cases, no existing and in particular no integrated solution can be consulted.
2) Citizen as a resident
Patricia is a resident of Sion since 1954. She knows many anecdotes and stories about her city and she has a lot to tell about places, buildings, people, practices (such as the famous Sion carnival), etc. Patricia has also some inherited
age-old objects and objects related to Sion traditions (her first drums when she
was 10 years old). With the City-Zen platform, Patricia can be an actor in valorising the cultural and intangible heritage by participating in the knowledge
sharing. Patricia can virtually situate her age-old objects on the map using the
City-Zen platform and describe them with photos and texts. She can also propose a time slot where she would offer to a citizen (tourist or not) to pass by her
house and have a look on these objects.

City-Zen Answering User Needs
With the City-Zen platform, Anne will be able to directly browse and/or submit
queries of different types:
Simple location and spatial queries
Using the GPS coordinates of her current location, Anne will be able to identify
the building she is currently looking at and get access to basic information regarding this building, combined from several data sources on the web. She will
search for similar buildings (or buildings that take a similar role) in the vicinity
of the current location – e.g., where are the other city gates of Sion located. This
query type will also show other relevant information on a map like hotels, restaurants, cinemas, and their most relevant and most recent ratings.
Temporal queries
On the basis of information from various sources that have been integrated beforehand into the City-Zen platform, Anne will be able to query details of the
building’s history, if available together with photos from different stages of the
building (in case it has been incrementally extended over the years). Moreover,
she will also get information on the building’s environment at different points in
time, and on historic events that took place there.
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Profile-based push notification
Anne may personalize the City-Zen platform by describing her interests and she
may activate the “radar-mode” of City-Zen. This mode pushes notification to
Anne whenever she is close to such a point of interest.
The City-Zen platform offers Patricia the object linking service which, in a
transparent way for her, links the objects she described to existing information
related to that object. As an example, Patricia will be able to link the drum object to the concept of drums explaining that it is an instrument, giving details
about its story, and she will also be able to link this object to the traditional art
of drumming in the Sion carnival. Two facilities have been used then:
 Heterogeneous multimedia integration: Patricia can access the platform
and choose the type of information she wants to share: she may upload an
old photo, she could also write an anecdote, she may also upload a video,
etc.
 Linked data integration: Patricia pushes the information related to her
drums, and the City-Zen platform proposes her to link this description to
the concept of drums and to the page web describing the traditions of the
drums in Sion. Patricia can ignore this proposition or accept it. In the latter case, the object will be linked to other data already existing objects on
the web.
Considering the needs below, City-Zen platform was built on three main modules:
1. Data integrator module responsible of gathering distributed and heterogeneous data. City-Zen makes use of existing approaches to crawl and
link accessible or user-generated content;
2. Data analyser module responsible of linking, mapping and cleaning data
offering advanced spatio-temporal and personalized queries. City-Zen
takes advantage of spatiotemporal information and the web of data approaches.
3. Data visualization module responsible of the adaptive and profile aware
knowledge visualization and navigation interfaces. City-Zen takes advantages of existing approaches of Knowledge visualization and valorisation.

Methodological considerations
A rigorous and systematic literature was realized in order to identify relevant
approaches for implementing the previous architecture. A knowledge sharing
approach was explored through: Data integration (Heterogeneous databases,
Knowledge linking and Data analyser), Temporal multimedia browser (Data
and knowledge based queries and profile-context based push notification), and
Knowledge visualization (Personalized based knowledge visualization and mobile adapted visualization and navigation).
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Even if each of the described components may require a distinct research and
development approach, for the overall methodology, the “Design Science Research Methodology” is used. This process includes the following steps: identifying issues and motivation in order to accurately plan the implementation of
our proposed solution.
Defining the goals and objectives: given the issues and motivations defined
earlier we infer the objectives of the solution in order to answer the needs and
solve the problems. The objective of this step is to define the criteria against
which we will be able to evaluate the solution once it is implemented.
Designing & implementing: designing the system architecture and its components concerns this step. Some elements of the architecture can be implemented
just by reusing existing knowledge and technologies, but others, and given the
research questions, will need to be developed.
Testing: this step is directly related to the previous and it starts sometimes with
the step of design. It concerns the design and development of the proof of concept that will demonstrate the defined use cases.
Evaluating and analysing: this step is concerned with assessing whether the
proposed solution meets its defined objectives. Objectives of this step are:
 Technical: to evaluate the accuracy of the results as an objective measure,
the flexibility to browse the information space and the performance of the
queries.
 Human: to evaluate the usability of the system and the accuracy of the results as a human evaluation given the human mental model for the decision.
 Disseminating: the objectives of this step are to disseminate knowledge
through scholarly publications. It will take the form of regular reports and
deliverables as well as peer reviewed articles in conferences related to diverse domains: web of data, knowledge visualization, data integration,
tourism management and innovation.

City-zen module configuration
As mentioned, the goal of the project is to valorise the existing cultural heritage
through a citizen centric design platform. The use case of this project involves a
user willing to discover the history of a region and to embark in a cultural journey in the past. As shown in Figure 1, City-zen addresses (1) the data integration by making use of existing approaches to crawl and link accessible or usergenerated content, (2) a novel approach of data analysis of both assessment
methods of data quality and spatio-temporal information, (3) the data visualization by taking advantages of existing approaches of knowledge visualization.
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Figure 1. City-zen Arrchitecture
The first part consissted in buildding the corre componen
nt of the arrchitecture
presentedd in Figure 1.
1 The platfoorm takes ad
dvantages off existing dat
ata coming
from exissting resourcces. Heterogeeneous data collected fro
om different resources
have beenn transformeed to a RDF
F triple storee (Figure 2), following a specific
data moddel designed and developped for the neeeds of City--Zen projectt. The data
model is depicted in Figure
F
3. Foor implementting this, diffferent tools hhave been
combinedd. This aspecct is combinned with thee dimensionss of quality aapplied to
historical archives. It focuses mainnly on the deefinition of quality
q
dimennsions and
the methods that asssure their m
measurement based on sp
pecific indiccators and
variables in the contex
xt of historiccal archives (Makhlouf
(
Shabou, 2011 , 2014).
The platfform is orien
nted towards citizens and
d integrates their
t
data, ass they will
become available.
a
Th
he platform ooffers adequaate methods and appropriiate visual
interfacess in order to answer the ggoal of our prroject.

Informaation qualitty assessmeent challeng
ge: criteria
a and metriics
To enablle City-zen platform asssessing info
ormation quality and innformation
sources, a set of criteeria has beenn identified by using different docuumentation
related too the measurrement of quuality dimenssions applied
d to electronnic records
and archiives. Two ty
ypes of inforrmation quallity criteria were
w
identifiied: 1) the
general innformation qualities
q
appllied on inforrmation sourcces and 2) thhe specific
qualities that
t could bee applied on information content.
The idenntification off informationn quality criteria is bassed on two recent researches: the first is th
he a doctoraal study on th
he archival appraisal
a
criaateria and
archival quality
q
metrics (Makhlouuf Shabou, 20
011) and the second is Q
QADEPs: a
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study on the assessm
ment of digitaal archives quality
q
metriccs (Makhlouuf Shabou,
Mellifluoo, Rey, 2013; Makhlouf Shabou, 2014). Based on
o those reseearches, a
selection has been established. Tw
wo raisons motivate
m
the use of thosee of information quuality criteriia in this Citty-Zen’s mob
bile applicattion: first, foor the mobile appliication, we are
a going to uuse electroniical data and
d we need too applied a
type of measurement
m
of the inform
mation qualiity; second, this
t typologyy of measurement has
h been alreeady tested inn the Canton
n of Valais (Q
QADEPs, 20 13).

Fig
gure 2. City‐ Zen RDF triple store dessign
Informattion qualitiees criteria
City-Zen’s applicatio
on is based oon several in
nformation quality
q
criterria. Those
latest reppresent the generals
g
and specifics information qu
uality criteriia that determine his
h usability for a tourisst when he visits
v
the tow
wn of Sion in Valais.
Each of thhe criteria iss assessed byy a scoring from
fr
one to five
f stars: moore the informationn has a high score, more the informaation will be trustworthy,, exploitable and reepresentativee for the tourrist.
General information
i
qualities
q
Trustwortthiness
The tourist will trust this
t City-Zenn’s application if this one gathered alll the conditions too win his con
nfidence, thiis means an authentic an
nd reliable innformation
that will make the tou
urist exploitt it by using it. The Trusstworthiness “refers to
ment to gain tthe trust of th
he user as the preferred ssupporting
the abilityy of a docum
facts sourrce. This quaality dependss on the autheenticity and the
t reliabilityy and the
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Figure 3.. City-Zen daata model
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durability of these qualities over time” (Makhlouf Shabou, 2011, p. 115; InterPARES 2, 2013). The tourist will take a document with authentic supporting
fact sources that gain his trust over a document with no identifiable source that
is difficult to know who the creator is.

Reliability
Trustworthiness
Authenticity

Information Quality

Cognitive Accessibility
General Information
Qualities applied on sources

Exploitability
Technical Accessibility

Juridical Accessibility

Institutional Context
Representativeness
Socio‐cultural Context
Uniqueness
Specific information
Qualities applied on contents
Information Richness

Figure 4. Information Quality Criteria
Exploitability
The Exploitability is the dimension that “refers to the ease of use of a document,
thanks to its location, retrievability, diffusion and interpretability. The exploitability depends on three types of document accessibilities: technical accessibility,
including physical and material needed for reading; legal accessibility, including regulatory and administrative environments required for the diffusion of
document; and cognitive accessibility that guarantees an adequate comprehension and interpretation of document contents” (ISO 15489-1 :2001; Makhlouf
Shabou, 2011)
The information diffused is legally accessible because is author’s wright free
(only this legal open-access type of information will be put in place for CityZen’s application). The information will be easy to comprehend for the tourist
but technical information can be also available for the history researchers that
wanted to get to know more about Sion.
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Representativeness
This criterion “refers to the capacity of the documents to provide a significant
testimony of the institutional context in which they were created. This quality
depends on two essential elements: the completeness of testimony; and the representativeness of the socio-cultural context in which these documents were
created” (Makhlouf Shabou, 2011).
Specific information qualities
The specific content quality criteria are the Uniqueness and the Information
Richness that City-Zen’s application have to provide to give a rare, complete
and precise information for the tourist. In this part, we will describe each specific content quality criteria and a specific example of a tourist practice for each
criterion. A scoring is going to be set for each criterion.
Uniqueness
The Uniqueness data quality criterion “describes the fact that each document is
related to the others within and outside the fond of which it is a part, and to the
creator of the fond by a special relationship, which makes it unique.” (AAS
Glossary, p.55). In short, this information quality criterion bring attention that
there should be no data duplicates reported in the City-Zen’s application. Each
data will be unique or else the tourist will receive common and a several package of information instead of up-to-date and exclusive information. Asserting
uniqueness of the entities within a data set implies that no entity exists more
than once within the data set and that there is a key that can be used to uniquely
access each entity within the data set. For example, in the City-Zen’s application, each information diffused must appear once and be assigned a unique
identifier that represents that information across the client applications. The dimension of Uniqueness is characterized by stating that no entity exist more than
once within the data set. When there is an expectation of uniqueness, data instances should not be created if there is an existing record of that entity (Loshin,
2006).
Information richness
With the City-Zen’s project, we discuss about the topic of information richness
applied to the lowest type of rich information that is the numerical documentation (Kurstedt, 2000). This criteria will be assessed on the basis of the method
used by Daft and Lengel (1984), which proposes 5 metrics to consider: 1) the
medium (by distance, or face to face); 2) the speed of feedback; 3) Channel (audio, visual; multimedia); 4) source; 5) language.
The highest source in Information Richness is when there is a combination of an
official source (impersonal) like information of the Tourism Office in Sion and
a citizen’s testimony (personal) that’s not qualified as an official source.
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Informattion qualitiees metrics
The scoriing is based on 3 princippals: 1) gradu
ual logic; 2) accumulatioon of conditions annd 3) the low
west level is 1 not 0. Con
nsidering thosse principalss, we identified maainly 5 levels. The Figurre 5 presentts an illustraative examplle of such
method appplied on infformation relliability whicch is a part of
o trustworthiiness.
The detaiiled descriptiion with speecification off different in
nformation quuality levels is avaiilable in the table in Annnex 1.

Provided by
1 non‐
institutional
information
source /
Non‐
complete
description

Provided
P
by 1
institutional
information
source
s
/ Non‐
complete
c
description
d

Provided by 1 or
o
more institutio
onal
information
source / Non‐
complete
description

Provided by 2
institution
nal and
citizen’s
testimony
y
information
source

Proovided by
insttitution and
proofessional
tesstimony
souurces with
exhhaustive
desscription

Figure 5. In
nformation reeliability: exaample of app
plied metricss

Function
n Display and
a Visualiization
The City--zen radar mode
m
is depictted in Figuree 6. The prottotype appliccation uses
the user’ss location an
nd pre-setupp filters such
h as radius and
a user’s innterests to
visualize in a radar map
m the interresting places or events around
a
him a video in
the annexxe show the use
u of this prrototype.
We have designed an
nd implementted à prototy
ype of the interface targeeting users
with mobbile devices. The mobile app providess basic searching and vissualization
of integraated data.
It allows users to run
n temporal seearch for hisstorical multtimedia data and navigate in more
m
details ab
bout the culttural interestts (CI) by reaading text infformation,
browse im
mages about the CI overr time and iff available pllay videos annd audios,
and read digitized do
ocuments. CIIs that have geolocation data, they aare visualized on thhe map (Figu
ure 7).
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Figure 6.. City-Zen raadar mode

Figuree 7. City-Zen
n mobile appp user interfaaces: visualization & naviigation
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Display of information quality assessment and scoring
As shown, the requested information is displayed in this app with a specific
rank of quality. At this stage of testing, in order to simplify screen view of this
service, we reduced the 5 quality levels in 3 levels: the green star corresponds to
fourth and fifth, the blue star indicates a medium quality and the grey star refers
to the first and second level (Figure 7).

Conclusion
As explained in this paper, the City-Zen project has proposed an application in a
smartphone that offers a resident or a visitor quality information which on one
side vulgarize the material heritage (architecture, museum object, historical site,
etc.) and immaterial patrimony (culture, oral, culinary traditions). This stage of
the project enable the testing of this innovative approach based on open liked
data. City-Zen offers through its functionalities an access economy approach
that is helpful both for visitors (as they can improve their experience by having
full access to aggregated content) and policy makers (as they may promote their
cultural heritage through this platform and their city more visible and accessible). On the other hand, several aspects need to be improved such as the section
on quality and its metrics to increase the automation of its application. We will
also integrate a gamification dimension to motivate citizens to upload their data
and share their knowledge. This module will be integrated to the platform in a
second phase.
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Annex 1: Information Quality Levels
Information Quality Levels
Score
*

**

***

****

*****

Criteria
Reliability

Authenticity

Cognitive
Accessibility
Technical
Accessibility

Juridical
Accessibility

Institutional
Context

General information qualities applied on sources
Trustworthiness
Provided Provided by 1 Provided by 1 Provided by 2
by 1 non- institutional or more institu- institutional and
instituinformation tional inforcitizen’s testitional in- source
mation source mony inforformation
Non-complete mation source
source
Non-complete description
Non-com- description
plete description
Provided Provided by Provided by
Provided by
by source Citizen’s au- Authentic pro- multi-source innon-identi- thentic testi- fessional testi- formation
fied
mony
mony
Exploitability
French
French/ Ger- French/ GerMulti-language
man/Italian
man/Italian/
(7 languages)
English/Spanish
Easy to un- Easy to under- Easy to under- All tourists and
derstand
stand for the stand for the
citizens can unfor the
French/ Ger- tourist or citi- derstand easily
French
man/ Italian zen lambda
tourist or tourist or citicitizen
zen
InforInformation is Information is Information is
mation is accessible but accessible but Open access and
accessible non-consulta- non-consultable can be consulted
but nonble physically physically
with a request to
consultable
the institution
physically
with an identifier
(download if
check-in as user)
Representativeness
RecomRecomRecommended Recommended
mended by mended by
by Office of
by Office of
Office of Office of
Tourism but in- Tourism and inTourism
Tourism but formation not formation is up
but infor- information up to date (of to date
mation not not up to date last year)
up to date (of last year)
(of last
year)

Provided by institution and professional testimony
sources with exhaustive description

Provided by authentic multi-source information
Multi-language
(more than 10 languages)
All tourist and citizen can understand
easily

Information is Open
access and can be
consulted with a request to the institution with an identifier (download if
check-in as user)
Recommended by
Office of Tourism
and information is
up to date
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InforInformation is Information is Information
mation is not scarce, in not scarce, in a scarce by the exnot scarce, a context
context sumhaustiveness of
in a context summary
mary (abstract) the context
summary (abstract)
(abstract)
Specific information qualities applied on contents
- Density - Density of - Selection of - Exclusive Inof inforinformation, information,
formation, precise and indexed
mation,
lacks of preci- lacks of
lacks of
sion
precision
- Scarcity of
precision - Abundance - A selection of format, media in- Abunof format,
format, media, formation typoldance of
media, infor- information ty- ogy subject, peformat,
mation typol- pology, subject, riod/context.
media, in- ogy, subject, period / context
formation period/context
typology,
subject, period/context

Information scarce
by the exhaustiveness of the context

- Exclusive Information, precise and
indexed
- Scarcity of format,
media information
typology subject,
period/context.

